OPEN 24 HOURS – 7 DAYS A WEEK

24 MOVIE BOOTHS
2 MINI THEATRES

ACTION
BOOKSTORE

4613 MT. VERNON
524-5612

Like everything in Texas
introducing
BUNKHOUSE
"the exciting aroma"

BIGGER – BETTER – BOLDER

Houston's LARGEST
25¢ Movie Arcade!

Offering a wide selection of gay books, news papers, and magazines with a hot action movie arcade.
It seems that one holiday is just past and soon the 4th of July weekend will be upon us. And a lot of festivities are planned across the Southwest between now and the holiday.

I understand that June 13th will be Chuck Ort Day at Queens Point in Dallas with a big beer bust. Be sure to check it out.

Sunday drag shows at the Dallas Olympic Pool will have a real big splash in that town. Ernestine has really made a name for herself there. Ernestine and Jennifer George will be hosting the Mr. Gay Texas Pageant on June 24 in Big D. Be sure to get your tickets early from the Old Plantation for good seats.

It seems like when people meet me they back off because I will not put up with s/m, drugs, or drunks. It seems that they lose interest.

Because I do not go around playing with everyone or everything, it seems that others don't want me around. I was born into the Gay world, and was raised different.

Perhaps if people would try doing things a little differently than what they usually do, maybe lowering their “standards” a little, everyone could become a little bit better adjusted to other people's needs.

Credit Problems?
- Unable to open a personal account?
- Need help with your personal budget?
- Having problems with existing credit?

IV 10 - A need Money. Management
Assistance NOW. REASONABLE FEES.
Call MR. LUMP at 528-6023 for
information and appointment.
SOUTHWEST NATIONAL CORPORATION
Established in 1970

Dear Aunt Sofa:
Maybe you can tell me what is wrong with me. Why can't I find a true sincere lover. I am 29 years old, 5’4”, blue eyes and brown hair, look butch and straight, but am fem in bed.

It seems like when people meet me they back off because I will not put up with s/m, drugs, or drunks. It seems that they lose interest.

Because I do not go around playing with everyone or everything, it seems that others don't want me around. I was born into the Gay world, and was raised different.

Perhaps if people would try doing things a little differently than what they usually do, maybe lowering their “standards” a little, everyone could become a little bit better adjusted to other people's needs.

Dear Aunt Sofa:
I know this must be a strange letter for you to receive, but I have this one problem that I just can't seem to resolve.

I know it is nothing new for a lot of people, but I have never had anal intercourse before. I must admit that the thought of it terrifies me! According to some guys that I have tricked with, “my buns look very inviting.” I must add that if I were ever cruising, I wouldn't mind picking myself up for that reason alone. But that still doesn't change my mental attitude.

I have been seeing one guy quite regularly, but I am afraid I won't be seeing him much longer if I don't give in to his demands.

HELP!!!!!!

Screw Drivers for just 75c from 2 until 8.

And for all you film buffs in Houston, the Montrose Art Films is now open at 3207 Montrose showing adult films for everyone. It's becoming quite a popular place, so stop by and check them out.

A note in the “not there anymore” column - The Movie Room was recently broken into and so much was done to it, that it has shut its doors. Whether or not it will be permanent, time will tell.

Lewis Garcia can now be found over at the Old Plantation Bar. He is helping Bob Fournier.

Chuck Ort Day at Queens Point will be upon us. And a lot of festivities are planned across the Southwest between now and the 4th of July.

Jennifer George will be hosting the Mr. Gay Texas Pageant on June 24 in Big D. Be sure to get your tickets early from the Old Plantation for good seats.

From the TANGIER, every cloud has a silver lining, especially on Sundays with Bloody Marys and Screw Drivers for just 75c from 2 until 8.

For all you film buffs in Houston, the Montrose Art Films is now open at 3207 Montrose showing adult films for everyone. It's becoming quite a popular place, so stop by and check them out.

It seems that one holiday is just past and soon the 4th of July weekend will be upon us. And a lot of festivities are planned across the Southwest between now and the 4th.

I understand that June 13th will be Chuck Ort Day at Queens Point in Dallas with a big beer bust. Be sure to check it out.

Sunday drag shows at the Dallas Olympic Pool will have a real big splash in that town. Ernestine has really made a name for herself there. Ernestine and Jennifer George will be hosting the Mr. Gay Texas Pageant on June 24 in Big D. Be sure to get your tickets early from the Old Plantation for good seats.

It seems like when people meet me they back off because I will not put up with s/m, drugs, or drunks. It seems that they lose interest.

Because I do not go around playing with everyone or everything, it seems that others don't want me around. I was born into the Gay world, and was raised different.

Perhaps if people would try doing things a little differently than what they usually do, maybe lowering their “standards” a little, everyone could become a little bit better adjusted to other people's needs.

Dear Aunt Sofa:
Maybe you can tell me what is wrong with me. Why can't I find a true sincere lover. I am 29 years old, 5’4”, blue eyes and brown hair, look butch and straight, but am fem in bed.

It seems like when people meet me they back off because I will not put up with s/m, drugs, or drunks. It seems that they lose interest.

Because I do not go around playing with everyone or everything, it seems that others don't want me around. I was born into the Gay world, and was raised different.

Perhaps if people would try doing things a little differently than what they usually do, maybe lowering their “standards” a little, everyone could become a little bit better adjusted to other people's needs.
HELP!!!!

ADVICE:
I'm not really sure after reading your letter whether you want to take the "big plunge", or rather let your boyfriend take the big plunge. Most relationships are on a give and take basis, unless other agreed upon by both parties.

If his taking you anally is the determining factor in your relationship, then the decision is, and has to be, up to you. Why you have this mental fear, I don't know with out knowing more about you. If you are more than satisfied with the style of sex you are now having, then why change?

The only determining factor I can see for you is how much you want to hang on to the guy you are seeing. And no one but you can make that decision.

EXPENSIVE WORDS

New West Magazine calculates that Barbara Walters -- at her $1 million a year salary at A.B.C. -- will be earning about $9.50 for each word she reads aloud during the nightly news.

SURPRISE, SURPRISE!!!

Two surprising names appear on lists of the 10 women and men with the year's best hair styles, compiled annually by the New Jersey Mast Hair Dressers and Cosmetologists Association.

Among the women in the top 10 is Phyllis Diller, who just five years ago was losted among the "worst 10" by the same group. Among the 10 men is none other than David Bowie, famous for his orange hair. Explains the Society's president: "At least orange hair makes a statement."
1976

June 24, 1976

THE OLD PLANTATION
Dallas

MR. GAY TEXAS $200
1st RUNNER UP $125
2nd RUNNER UP $75

RESERVED SEATING $3.00

Tickets and Entry Forms available at
The Old Plantation, Dallas & Houston
by T. G. Pretender

Across the United States on Thursday, June 3rd, the film version of Ode to Billy Joe by singer-song writer Bobby Gentry premiered.

Nine years ago Miss Gentry wrote the song about a girl (named Bobbie Lee and played by Glynnis O'Connor) and Billy Joe McAllister (played by Robby Benson) who jumped off the Tallahatchie Bridge. The girl fits in due to the fact that she was in love with Billy Joe and they were seen throwing something off that now famous Tallahatchie Bridge in the song. The song never discloses just what is thrown off the bridge or why Billy Joe jumped off the bridge and killed himself.

In the film, both answers are revealed for the first time. In all your wildest dreams I cannot begin to tell you that what everyone has guessed as to what was thrown off that bridge is not what you guessed! And for the reason of Billy Joe killing himself - well, unfortunately this is one of those films you can't say much about without giving away the plot. I will say that never in your imagination would you suspect the "reason" for Billy Joe's jumping. I must admit it even left me a little speechless.

Max Baer (remember Jethro from the Beverly Hillbillies) is the man behind the scenes who brings the tale of Billy Joe to the screen. Max Baer has previously brought you Macon County Line and Return to Macon County. But surprisingly enough, this Grade B flick is done with a touch of class and some true 1953 backwoods Mississippi realism. Herman Raucher (Summer of 42) wrote the screenplay, and as always, wrote for real people. The film, as can be expected, is a tragedy, although it is not played as one And that is the best point in Ode to Billy Joe's favor. I went expecting a tear jerker, but found a surprisingly high grade film.

Glynnis O'Connor who plays Bobbie Lee is simply a campy individual. She adds a toast of encouragement to her character. Robby Benson is Billy Joe McAllister. Robby's characterization is truly smooth with just a touch of uneasiness. His characterization is convincing, and what else can I say, but real 1953 Mississippi.

All in all, Ode to Billy Joe is quite simply an all around delight. A very good movie. Michael Le-Grand's music score along with Bobby Gentry's original song only adds to the enjoyment of the film. So don't keep hanging on and wondering what happened on the 3rd of June on the Tallahatchie Bridge. Go and find out!
DALLAS
1807 N. Harwood * 651–1988
MONDAY – 10¢ DRAFT BEER
TUESDAY – 90¢ MARGARITAS
WEDNESDAY – 60¢ BAR DRINKS
THURSDAY – CHAMPAGNE 50¢ A GLASS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY – AFTER HOURS * $1 COVER
SUNDAY – FOLLIES at 9:45 * $1 COVER

HOUSTON
2020 Kipling * 522–2353
NO COVER CHARGE
MONDAY, TUESDAY, or THURSDAY!
plus
50¢ BAR DRINKS & BEER
WEDNESDAY & SUNDAY – Follies at 9:45 p.m.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY – After Hours * $1 Cover

THE SOUTHWEST’S SUPER DISCOS!

SUNDAY SHOW
9:00 p.m.
SUNDAY
6–9 p.m.
Food & Beer
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
½ Price
Well Drinks

El Paso’s ONLY Disco
with mixed drinks!

The NUNTUS Southwest is published weekly in Houston, Texas at 4319 Montrose Blvd., Houston, Texas 77006, (713) 527-9850 or (713) 526-9503.

The official views of this newspaper are expressed in editorials. Opinions expressed by writers in by-lined articles, letters, etc., are those of the writers and do not represent the opinion of the publisher. Publication of the name or photograph of any person or organization in articles or advertising in the NUNTUS is no indication of the sexual orientation of such persons or organizations.

Submission of double spaced, typed manuscripts, as well as drawings and photographs is encouraged. Unused material will be promptly returned (please enclose a self addressed stamped envelope with correct postage.) The NUNTUS does not assume responsibility for unsolicited material.

Advertising rates upon request.

Editor.................................................Mel Plummer
Staff Editor........................................T. G. Pretender
RHODA BLABLITT One More Time!

Well, gang, Rhoda has survived it all fairly well, rumaging through Memorial Day Weekend and is getting set for a twirl across Texas, so keep your closets locked!

Word has just come to me that Bud Mack is giving away diamond rings. I understand you don't have to do anything to be the lucky recipient. Isn't that right, Dickie Chaison?

And Valerie Vaughn will soon be a star once again. I understand that a special show featuring Valerie will soon be taking place at Houston's Horn-It.

And just when the Old Plantation's Bob Fournier was about to break his own party record, the doctor made him throw in the towel.

Naomi Simms, the reigning Miss Gay Texas, now has another title to add to his collection - Miss Gay Southeast, won recently in, of all places, Biloxi, Mississippi. I understand that Donna Day had hoped to enter the contest, but was forced to pull out at the last minute when he learned that a KKK convention was being held at the same hotel!

And Houston's Rudy Lee has just bought his own personal limo. I understand that Tooter's Norman looks just divine in the driver's cap!!

And Hot Springs High Priestess, Tuna Starr, didn't get to make it to the big benefit show in Dallas for the Miss Gay America Pageant. I understand that Tuna got stuck with some unpaid bills from the Miss Gay South Pageant. It seems that some production cast members had Tuna billed for their wardrobe.

And the question in Big D has been who is Chuck Ort? Doing a little checking around for myself, well I came up with a person in Houston that seems to know him quite well. Isn't that right, Mel?

TUNA STARR, is she really the High Priestess of Hot Springs?

And Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

And and Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

DONNA DAY didn't know about the KKK Convention in Biloxi!

And and Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

And the Bailey Street's Kimberly
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Is BUD MACK's happiness because of the good feeling that comes from giving?
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And the question in Big D has been who is Chuck Ort? Doing a little checking around for myself, well I came up with a person in Houston that seems to know him quite well. Isn't that right, Mel?

And and Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

And the question in Big D has been who is Chuck Ort? Doing a little checking around for myself, well I came up with a person in Houston that seems to know him quite well. Isn't that right, Mel?

And and Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

And the question in Big D has been who is Chuck Ort? Doing a little checking around for myself, well I came up with a person in Houston that seems to know him quite well. Isn't that right, Mel?

And and Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

And the question in Big D has been who is Chuck Ort? Doing a little checking around for myself, well I came up with a person in Houston that seems to know him quite well. Isn't that right, Mel?

And and Dani Diletto, the new Miss Gay America, is handling himself quite well. Seems that most folks have been quite pleased with his performances.

And the question in Big D has been who is Chuck Ort? Doing a little checking around for myself, well I came up with a person in Houston that seems to know him quite well. Isn't that right, Mel?
places, Biloxi, Mississippi. I understand that Donna Day had hoped to enter the contest, but was forced to pull out at the last minute when he learned that a KKK convention was being held at the same hotel! And Hot Springs High Priestess, Tuna Starr, didn't get to make it to

And the Bailey Street's Kimberly bought his own personal limo. I understand that Tooter's Norman looks just divine in the driver's cap!!

And Hot Springs High Priestess, Tuna Starr, didn't get to make it to
B 449 Dallas A little lonesome cowboy looking for a lover. Someone who is sincere. I am 29, 5'4", blue eyes and brown hair. I do not cheat or trick out on a lover. I look straight, but am fem. I want a big lover - tall, well hung. No drunks, drugs, s/m. Photo a must.

B 450 Houston Want to meet someone who would enjoy swapping full body rubs with me. I'm 34, 165#, professional w/m & would enjoy relaxing & playing around with the right guy. Must be under 30. If this appeals to you, send letter, photo, & phone for quick response.

B 451 Galveston Would like to meet nice you man. No s/m or fems. I am interested in music, swimming, and am also a very good cook. Looking for lasting friendship. Am Negro & 30yrs, 190#.

B 452 Dallas Professional w/m 25, 6', good build, 157#, brown hair & moustache, likes Frenchactive/passive, Greek active; occ.passive. Want responsible, intelligent "special" person 25-35 with whom to enjoy finer things of life and possibly a lasting relationship. I lead an active life & like movies, concerts, quiet dinners, and theaters. Prefer nonsmoker & no drugs or s/m. Answer with phone # and descriptive letter of interests. Photo if possible.

B 453 Houston W/m, 20, 6'2", 190#, would like to meet young w/m 18-30, straight appearing, for real friendship and possible lover. Tired of superficial bar scenes. I like music, sports, and life in general. No fems, drugs, s/m, or heavy drinkers. Photo if possible.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________
CITY: _____________________________
STATE: ___________________ ZIP: ______

YES! I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO
NUNTIIUS Weekly for
( ) 3 MONTHS - $ 7.50
( ) 6 MONTHS - 15.00
( ) 1 YEAR - 30.00
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
NUNTIIUS - 4615 Mt. Vernon - Houston, Tx. 77006

PLACE YOUR OWN AD USING THIS FORM !!!!!

All "Personal Ads" in the Nuntius are listed free of charge. No FREE ad is printed with telephone number or address. All ads are coded by number and run in the weekly Nuntiuss and monthly Nuntius until further notice from the advertiser or until three (3) written complaints of not answering replies are received.

"Personal Ads" with telephone numbers and/or addresses may be purchased by the week in the weekly Nuntius. Space may be purchased at 10¢ per word, $2.00 minimum.

Here's my ad with/without photo(s)

I am blonde, 6'6"
Tall, 200 lbs, 30yrs
Straight appearing
Greek active
Would like to
meet personable
I, the undersigned, hereby represent that I am not a minor, that the photo(s) (if photo is included) is an actual photograph of myself and that all data included in my ad is true and correct. Consent is hereby given for the Nuntius or any other publication as the Nuntius may see fit, or to use for the promotion thereof. It is also understood that the Nuntius is completely released from any liability in connection with transactions that I might have with any person(s) contacted through the Nuntius.

I understand that all replies to ads will be forwarded at the rate of $1 per reply.

I have read the above and fully understand that the ad copy and photo supplied are in full compliance with above.

SIGNED

Name: Joe Bogenrief

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR OUR FILES AND WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED:

Mail to: Nuntius
4615 Mt Vernon
Houston, Texas 77006

Phone

Would like to meet personable, masculine type between 25-35 that is insatiably Greek passive. No heavy drinkers, dopers or S&M.

Photo would be appreciated but not a must. Please indicate your appearance, but your inner self and personality.
B 444 Houston W/m, 5'9", 134#. 20. Looking for older men 45 up, who are imaginative to meet once in a while for whatever turns you on. Tell me what you'd like to do with me. I'm open to any suggestions. I dig almost all older men. Send pictures if you can, especially raw pictures. No fems.

B 445 Houston Sincere Virgo, 31, w/m, 6'3", very slim, looking for others to share good times and friendship if we are compatible. Have brown hair, eyes, and moustache. Thick 8". Fats, s/m, b/d and heads are wasting your time & mine. Send phone number. Picture with phone answered first.

B 446 Houston Out 6 years and never had a lover! People say I'm too particular. They're right, but this loneliness is killing me! If you're a white male, handsome, and you know and act it, you've won 3/3 of the way. Prefer someone very butch, blonde, educatéd & professional, 25-35, over 5'6". No long hairs, baldies, fatties, or heavy drinkers. Must enjoy going out often. Consider myself handsome, a Cancer, favorite color yellow, and don't like flowers on my shirts. A tinge effeminate, but definitely not into drag. Enjoy bicycle riding, dancing, religion, especially Pentecostal. Have a BA plus in French or Greek 22, 5'9" 140#. Interested in real people: Drinks moderately, no dope. Friends, FFA, and polaroid pictures. Looking for 20-35 yr olds who just like getting it on. And to the success of our previous ad, we invite you again.

B 447 San Luis Obispo, Calif. Incarcerated young male desires contact with real people. I am masculine, nicely built, good looking, blonde and sincere. Altho from California, I would like to hear from a caring person in the House. 18 years old. I will correspond.

B 440 Houston Two w/m, lovers, looking for single or other lovers for swinging time. We are into toys, FFA, and polaroid pictures. Looking for 20-35 yr olds who just like getting it on. And to the success of our previous ad, we invite you again.

B 441 Indiana Am 25, w/m, 5'6", 145#, brown hair & eyes, moustache good body. Hishing to hear from Texas males. Am familiar with Texas. No s/m please. Sincere correspondence requested. Photos receive quick reply.

B 442 Dallas W/m, 29, 5'10" 140. Interested in real people: Would like to meet straight appearing guys for real friendship sex possible too of course. Social drinker and smoker. Respectable and definitely self supporting. Would like also to meet good looking girls to take out and enjoy (no sex) social convenience and friendship. Send

B 432 Dallas W/m, 29, 5'10" 140. Interested in real people: Would like to meet straight appearing guys for real friendship sex possible too of course. Social drinker and smoker. Respectable and definitely self supporting. Would like also to meet good looking girls to take out and enjoy (no sex) social convenience and friendship. Send

B 430 Houston W/m 24, 5'11" 185, average looking, want white male 24-35 to share apt and living expenses in Houston area. If interested please get in touch soon as possible. Please send address or phone.

B 322 Dallas W/m 29, 5'10" 140. Interested in real people: Would like to meet straight appearing guys for real friendship sex possible too of course. Social drinker and smoker. Respectable and definitely self supporting. Would like also to meet good looking girls to take out and enjoy (no sex) social convenience and friendship. Send

B 330 Houston W/m 24, 5'11" 185, average looking, want white male 24-35 to share apt and living expenses in Houston area. If interested please get in touch soon as possible. Please send address or phone.

B 256 Helena Arkansas Desires French or Greek 27, 6', 220, large boned and well proportioned. Enjoy good literature, music, food and most sports.

B 255 Houston W/m 23, 5'11" 155, brown hair and mustache enjoys French active/passive, Greek passive; occ active. Would like to meet that special guy. Prefer intelligent straight appearing man 28-36, over 6', dark hair with mustache or beard, sense of humor with a responsible attitude. I enjoy movies, quiet dinners, theater, reading, cooking, camping and fishing. Looking for a guy who believes that life is meant to be shared with someone else. Looking for lasting relationship or just friends and would enjoy hearing from together guys who think they fit the description. No drugs or s/m please. Photo if possible.

B 254 Arlington W/m 25, 6' 155, brown hair and moustache with female with common interests. Prefer intelligent other butch or fem somewhere in between. Prefer same type.

B 234 San Antonio Male 40, slim blond, new to city, wishes to meet or correspond with other gays and bia in area. Honest sincere and affectionate.

B 240 Burleson Available for modeling. Will pose just the way you like and alone or with several. No racial hangups. W/m 7 1/2" strong and longlasting.

G 131 Dickinson White female 34, 5'5", 120, likes music, kids, pets softball, bowling, antiques, movies. Drinks moderately, no dope. Looking for sincere companionship with female with common interests. Consider myself neither butch or fem somewhere in between. Prefer same type.

B 306 Arlington W/m will get together with gay females for broad minded time. Gay males that desire to watch may. All gay males bring that woman that you want worked over. 9" and can meet anyone's standards. French and Greek with bi women, and will submit to them. Hurry.

B 307 Houston Do you dislike the superficial bar scene? Gd lkg w/m, 27, 5'9" 140 br/bl, intelligent, slim, muscular is looking for attractive clean cut, considerate w/m, under 35, under 6'2" whose life is not centered around bars, baths. Prefer straight looking, physically fit guys who are stable, responsible, tender, intelligent. No fems, heavy drinkers, drug users. Write and tell me about yourself and your interests. Photo appreciated and returned.

B 308 Austin I am looking for companionship with a gay male between 21-30 with a lasting relationship. I'm 29 and enjoy swimming, movies, going out on weekends or what ever. Please send photo and phone and I will answer all in person to see if we are meant for each other. I'm 6'1", 180, I enjoy most everything with life.

B 318 Dallas W/m 24, blonde, blue eyes, 5'9", 150, would like to meet young w/m 20-30. Nice looking and interested in antiques that are period and design. No s/m or fems. Discretion always. Fond of dark hair w/m. May consider room mate with or without bonds.

THE FLYING
B 447 San Luis Obispo, Calif. Incarcerated young male desires contact with real people. I am masculine, nicely built, good looking, blonde and sincere. Altho from California, I would like to hear from a caring person in the Houston area. I will answer all honest letters.

B 449 Dallas Looking for young man with straight type personality and good body who can enjoy spending some time with a man over 40, with advantages for both parties. Nothing far out and a little class, please. Invest your dollar for results.

B-264 Dallas w/m 24, dark brown hair and eyes, tall and slim. I'm a professional craftsman and am interested in music, art, literature and hiking. I would like to meet other attractive men, 31-35 who are intelligent liberal minded and who would be interested in sharing adventures and ideas. I would be interested to know about you and your background, interests and activities, also a good description of yourself.

G-100 - Houston - Beautiful and curvaceous European type girl 18, olive skin, long brown hair wishes to meet wealthy cultured female for fun and good times. I am a novice and desire someone who is patient and understanding. Age and looks not as important as person and status. I wish some of the finer things of life that I can't presently afford.

B-350 Dallas CB stud truckers, when you bounce around thru D-town haul your tool to my 10-10 for the best deep throat action as you watch hot movies at same time. You can cum and layover anytime only minutes from MC. Can do a 10-31. White, straight bi studs 24-45 only. Will take polaroids, I'm 39, white, straight acting guy who likes to do strictly active French or passive Greek with well hung studs. Will reply with handle, channel contact or double L. Let's get it on 10-4.

Sex possible too of course. Social drinker and smoker. Respectable and definitely self supporting. Would like also to meet good looking girls to take out and enjoy (no sex) social convenience and friendship. Send picture (revealing or otherwise) and details on yourself. Also have valuable money making offer Send SASE for the details. I'm serious and not the "usual" type to place ads. Let me hear from you.

BC-103 Dunkanville Texas Dallas versatile couple loves to masturbate exchange hot letters, photos and tape cassettes teasing us to more frequent masturbation sessions. She 22, he 32 both enjoy threesome with bi girls and versatile couples. Love vibrators, sex toys voyeurism and most of all self stimulation while others watch.

B 448 Dallas Looking for young man with straight type personality and good body who can enjoy spending some time with a man over 40, with advantages for both parties. Nothing far out and a little class, please. Invest your dollar for results.